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How to make
Polymer Clay
Beads
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What You Need:

You can get all of these materials at a gold or above art centre
go to www.montmarte.net/stockist

mmsp6009 mont marte make n bake polymer clay black
mmsp6001 mont marte make n bake polymer clay white
mmsp6047 mont marte make n bake polymer clay crimson
mmsp6025 mont marte make n bake polymer clay teal

you will also need:

rolling pin or Aerosol can
steel ruler
old credit card
20 sheets of copy paper
metal lid (35 mm)
alfoil
tooth picks
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Step 3

Applying the clay onto the base bead.  Take the segments and 
press them onto the base bead until the bead is covered.  
Finally roll the bead, between your hands until the surface is 
smooth.                

 

 

Step  1

Creating the base beads.  This step is required to be done for 
each of the beads.  Roll out some Black clay using an aerosol 
can between 2 piles of copy paper, 10 sheets in each pile.  
Once the clay is the same height as the pile, take a lid and 
press it into the sheet to create 4 circles.  Roll each of these 
circles into a ball in the palm of your hand and put them aside.   

  

Step  2

Creating the cane. Roll out more Black clay between the piles of 
paper again.  With a credit card cut out a rectangle that 
measures 100 x 80 mm.  Next, take some Teal clay and fashion 
a tube 100 mm long by about 15 mm thick.  Place this Teal roll 
onto the Black clay sheet and roll the sheet around it.  Cut off 
the excess where the Black clay meets.  Roll the tube so that it 
is smooth and cut it in half, and halve it again.  You should have 
4 tubes. Next cut the roll into segments with the card about 5 
mm thick.

The lace bead
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Step 1   

First create more base beads.  Next roll out a sheet of Crimson 
clay and then a sheet of Black clay.  Do this between the 2 piles 
of copy paper.  Cut a rectangle shape out of each sheet and lay 
the Crimson sheet onto the black sheet and roll the 2 sheets 
into a tube.  Continue rolling out the tube until its about 1 cm in 
diameter.  Cut the roll into segments about 5mm thick.

The Jelly roll bead

Polymer clay gets very sticky
and for that reason it is essential

to roll it out on a non porous
surface.  I have a silicone

cookie sheet but a sheet of
perspex or glass can be used 

also.  

 

Step 2

Applying the clay onto the base bead.  Apply the segments onto 
the base bead as on the previous bead but ensure they are 
fitted as closely as they can.  Roll the bead to make it smooth 
but roll very gently so the shapes don’t distort too much.              

 

 



 

 

 Step 1   

First create more base beads.  Roll out a sheet of Black clay 
with an aerosol can and a sheet of White clay the same way, 
between the 2 piles of copy paper.  Lay the white sheet on top 
of the Black sheet and roll out any air bubbles.  Cut a rectangle 
about 150 x 50 mm.  Cut this into 3 equal proportions and lay 
them one on top of another.  Give the sheets a roll.  Place the 
block of clay on it’s side and cut sections about 5 mm thick. 

The Zebra bead

The most popular tool
to cut clay is a Poly Blade.

These cut clay beautifully, but
are extremely sharp and are

not recommended for children.
  For this reason I suggest an old
credit card be used.  To make it 

a little sharper sand the 
edges.  If you are an adult by all

means use a poly blade for cutting.
 

Step 2

Applying the clay onto the base bead.  Cut the clay segments to 
a length a little longer than the diameter of the base bead and 
wrap it around 1 half of the bead.  Now do the same on the 
second half.  Ensure the White stripe corresponds with the 
Black stripe on the other segment.  Once the bead is covered 
with clay, roll it into a smooth ball.                     
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...Until next time

Keep on creating

 

 

 

ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED

Baking

With alfoil, create 4 tight balls about 10 cm in diameter. Next 
take a toothpick and make a hole through each bead and stick it 
into the ball of foil.  Each ball will hold 4 beads.  Do this for all of 
the beads.  Follow the instructions on the packaging for baking 
the beads.

When you bake your 
your beads, don’t use the

fan forced function on your
oven.  This can cause the clay

to dry out a little quickly,
resulting in excessive

expansion and or contraction.  
Cracks can form due to this.
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Lace Cane

Roll out and cut

Double up and cut

Double up again

Cut into 5 mm
segments
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Jelly roll Cane 

Roll up 2 sheets

Roll out to thin

Cut into 5 mm
segments
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Zebra Stack

Cut in the middle

Stack then make 
another cut

Cut into 5 mm
segments

Roll to ensure of
no air bubbles between
 clay


